Human sweet taste receptor mediates acid-induced sweetness of miraculin
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Miraculin (MCL) is a homodimeric protein isolated from the red berries of Richadella dulcis. MCL, although flat in taste at neutral pH, has taste-modifying activity to convert sour stimuli to sweetness. Once MCL is held on the tongue, strong sweetness is sensed over 1 h each time we taste a sour solution. Nevertheless, no molecular mechanism underlying the taste-modifying activity has been clarified. In this study, we succeeded in quantitatively evaluating the acid-induced sweetness of MCL using a cell-based assay system and found that MCL activated hT1R2-hT1R3 pH-dependently as the pH decreased from 6.5 to 4.8, and that the receptor activation occurred every time an acid solution was applied. Although MCL per se is sensory-inactive at pH 6.7 or higher, it suppressed the response of hT1R2-hT1R3 to other sweeteners at neutral pH and enhanced the response at weakly acidic pH. Using human/mouse chimeric receptors and molecular modeling, we revealed that the amino-terminal domain of hT1R2 is required for the response to MCL. Our data suggest that MCL binds hT1R2-hT1R3 as an antagonist at neutral pH and functionally changes into an agonist at acidic pH, and we conclude this may cause its taste-modifying activity.

Results

In Vitro Evaluation of the pH-Dependent Acid-Induced Sweetness of MCL. It has been reported that the acid-induced sweetness of MCL is diminished by a sweet taste inhibitor, lactisole (11), which inhibits hT1R2-hT1R3 by interacting with the transmembrane domain (TMD) of the hT1R3 subunit (12). This finding strongly indicates that MCL acts through the hT1R2-hT1R3. However, no experimental evidence for the interaction between MCL and hT1R2-hT1R3 has been obtained. To evaluate the acid-induced sweetness of MCL in vitro, we first carried out a calcium imaging analysis using HEK293T cells transiently expressing hT1R2-hT1R3 together with G15G13 and DsRed2.

Because the taste-modifying activity of MCL can be detected for more than 1 h in sensory tests (4), we hypothesized that MCL strongly adheres to taste-receptor cells on the tongue. To mimic the conditions of sensory tests using a cell-based assay, MCL (30 nM) was preincubated with the hT1R2-hT1R3–expressing cells together with the fluorescent calcium indicator [fura-2 acetoxymethyl ester (AM)] before acid stimulation. After washing with assay buffer, the cells were stimulated by the addition of the assay buffer adjusted at different pH (Fig. L4). When the MCL-preincubated cells were stimulated with acidic buffer (final pH: 5.0), the number of responding cells was significantly greater than that after the addition of neutral buffer (final pH: 7.0), in which few cells responded (Fig. 1B). As control, we also confirmed that the cell response after acid application was not detectable without either MCL preincubation or the expression of hT1R2-hT1R3 (Fig. S1). It should be noted that when aspartame (10 mM) was used as a control, the number of responding cells was similar between both the acidic and neutral conditions, as described previously (9).

Next, we evaluated the relationship between the pH value and the response of MCL-preincubated cells. At a fixed MCL concentration (30 nM), the responses of MCL-preincubated cells were evaluated in the range of pH 4.8 to 7.4, and the number of the responding cells was normalized relative to the response to 10 mM aspartame at pH 7.4. Between pH 4.8 and 6.5, the relative response increased in a pH-dependent manner as pH value decreased, whereas little response was observed at pH 6.5 to 7.4. At pH 5.7, the cells were half as responsive as they were at pH 4.8 (Fig. 1C). This pH-dependent curve correlated well with the data obtained from human sensory tests (11). Thus, our method...
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MCL activates hT1R2-hT1R3 in a pH-dependent manner. (A) Schematic illustration of the MCL preincubation method. Illustration of a single well of a 96-well plate. (B) Representative ratiometric images of fura-2–loaded and MCL (100 nM)-preincubated hT1R2-hT1R3– and G15Gi3-expressing cells in response to acidic buffer (pH 5.0, Left) and neutral buffer (pH 7.0, Right). The pH values of the ligand solution were adjusted with citric acid such that the pH values after adding the ligands to the cells were as indicated. The Upper and Lower rows show the representative cell images obtained 2 and 30 s after acidic buffer application, respectively. The color scale indicates the F340/F380 ratio as a pseudocolor. (Scale bar, 50 μm.) (C) Responses of hT1R2-hT1R3 to MCL (30 nM) under different pH conditions. The number of responding cells was normalized relative to the response to 10 mM aspartame at pH 7.4. Each point represents the mean ± SE (n = 3–6).

Effect of the Concentration of Preincubated MCL on the Response of hT1R2-hT1R3–Expressing Cells. Next, we evaluated the dose–response relationship of MCL. Cells transiently expressing hT1R2-hT1R3 were preincubated with different concentrations of MCL and subsequently stimulated by acidic buffer adjusted to pH 5.0 after application. When cells were preincubated with 0.01 to 300 nM MCL, a dose-dependent response was clearly observed (Fig. 2). The cellular response to the acidic buffer (pH 5.0) increased as MCL concentration increased, leading to an EC50 value of ∼0.44 nM. In contrast, cells did not respond to neutral buffer (pH 7.0), even after preincubation with high concentration (100 nM) of MCL (Fig. 1B). In previous sensory tests, the taste-modifying activity of MCL was noted at 3 nM and the half-maximal sweetness occurs at about 10 nM (13). The activity of MCL measured using the cell-based assay is in agreement with the sensory evaluation data. Because the EC50 values for most sweeteners are of the micromolar or millimolar order (14), our data suggest that MCL binds to hT1R2-hT1R3 with higher affinity than other conventional sweeteners.

Response of MCL-Preincubated Cells Expressing hT1R2-hT1R3 to Repetitive Acid Stimulation. In sensory tests, once MCL is held on the tongue, strong sweetness can be detected each time humans taste a sour solution. Moreover, this activity lasts for more than 1 h, although the sweet intensity decreases with time (4). To determine whether responses of cultured cells expressing hT1R2-hT1R3 directly parallel the psychophysical responses, hT1R2-hT1R3–expressing cells were preincubated with 100 nM MCL. After the MCL solution was washed out, the cells were repeatedly stimulated with the perfusion of acidic buffer (pH 5.0) (Fig. 3). In this perfusion assay system, among the aspartame–responding cells, nearly half of the cells (19 ± 6.4 of 51 ± 15 cells) responded to the first stimulation with pH 5.0 buffer and part of them repeatedly responded to repetitive stimulation [11 ± 1.2 and 5.3 ± 0.33 of 51 ± 15 cells (mean ± SE) in the second and third stimulations, respectively; n = 3] (Fig. 3A). As control, we checked that cells did not respond to acidic stimulation without MCL preincubation (Fig. 3B). These results strongly support the hypothesis that MCL remains bound to hT1R2-hT1R3 expressed on the membranes of cultured cells under neutral condition, and that MCL is able to activate the receptor repeatedly. These observations led us to conclude that...
the continuous taste-modifying activity of MCL is caused by its direct binding to hT1R2-hT1R3. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that MCL is rapidly released from the receptor after the first acid stimulation, but modifies the receptor function posttranslationally to respond to the acid solution repeatedly.

In contrast, when cells were preincubated with MCL, no response was observed when they were stimulated with acidic buffer (pH 5.0) (Fig. S2). This finding suggests that MCL interacts with hT1R2-hT1R3 more strongly than NCL does; this may reflect the fact that NCL and MCL act at micromolar and nanomolar levels, respectively, in sensory tests (13, 15).

**MCL Acts as a Potential Inhibitor of hT1R2-hT1R3 at Neutral pH and as a Positive Allosteric Modulator at Weakly Acidic pH.** We previously found that at neutral pH, NCL is an hT1R2-hT1R3 antagonist, but at acidic pH, it functionally changes into an agonist (9). Because MCL is also an hT1R2-hT1R3 agonist at acidic pH (Fig. 1), we investigated whether it could behave as an hT1R2-hT1R3 antagonist at neutral pH. The cellular response to NCL was significantly suppressed after preincubating stable cell lines expressing hT1R2, hT1R3, and G16gust44 (16) with 30 nM MCL (Fig. 4A). This result is in agreement with our psychophysical observation that NCL did not taste sweet of its own when we tasted it after coating our tongues with MCL (Fig. S3). These results suggest that the binding of MCL to hT1R2-hT1R3 inhibits the interaction between hT1R2-hT1R3 and NCL. It is interesting to note that in the cell-based assay, this inhibitory effect of MCL was observed not only for NCL but also for other sweet proteins (thauatin and brazzein) and small sweet molecules, such as aspartame, saccharin, and sucrose (Fig. 4A). Among the sweeteners, we chose NCL, aspartame, and cyclamate, which requires different regions for activation, the aminoterminal domain (ATD) of hT1R3, the ATD of hT1R2, and the TMD of hT1R3, respectively, and examined the dose–relationship of inhibition. As a result, MCL inhibited these sweeteners in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4B–D). The IC50 value of MCL for NCL (3 μM), aspartame (1 mM), and cyclamate (3 mM) were 0.35, 0.56, and 0.58 nM, respectively (Fig. 4B–D). These results indicate that MCL could potentially act as an inhibitor of other sweetener-induced hT1R2-hT1R3 activations under neutral conditions. Therefore, this finding suggests that MCL and NCL act as an hT1R2-hT1R3 antagonist and an agonist at neutral and acidic pH, respectively.

Because pharmacological properties of MCL are opposite between neutral and acidic pHs, we carried out experiments to look at whether MCL acts as a positive allosteric modulator (PAM) for hT1R2-hT1R3 under acidic conditions. The MCL–hT1R2–hT1R3– and G15Gi3-expressing cells were first incubated with or without MCL at 7.4, and then stimulated by aspartame at the various concentrations, 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, and 10 mM, at pH 6.5 and pH 5.7, before counting the responding cells. As a result, at pH 6.5, where almost no response was observed with MCL preincubation (Fig. 1C), the response to aspartame was enhanced (Fig. 4E). On the other hand, at pH 5.7, where half the maximum response to MCL occurred (Fig. 1C), we cannot define MCL as a PAM at this pH because an increase in response under MCL preincubation may be caused as an additive effect by the activation by MCL itself but not by any PAM effect (Fig. S4). These results suggest that MCL acts as a PAM for hT1R2-hT1R3 at weakly acidic pH.

**Requirement of the ATD of hT1R2 for the Responsiveness to MCL.** T1R is composed of three domains: an ATD, a cysteine-rich domain (CRD), and a TMD and it is known that hT1R2-hT1R3 possesses multiple ligand-binding sites for different sweeteners (12). Here, we identified which part of hT1R2-hT1R3 is involved in the response to MCL.

Animal species exhibit differences in their sensitivity to the acid-induced sweetness of MCL (17–19). Although MCL elicits sweetness in humans under acidic conditions, electrophysiological experiments show that rodents are unable to detect the sweetness induced by sour solutions (20). We examined whether this differential responsiveness to MCL is caused by differences in the amino acid sequences between hT1R2-hT1R3 and its mouse homolog, mT1R2-mT1R3. To determine whether one or both hT1R2 and hT1R3 are necessary for the response to MCL, we transiently expressed the following combinations in HEK293T cells together with G15Gi3 and DsRed2: hT1R2-hT1R3, mT1R2-mT1R3, hT1R2-mT1R3, and mT1R2-hT1R3. We then monitored receptor activation by using the preincubation method described above (Fig. L4). Two ligands were used as positive controls: α-trypophan (α-Trp), which tastes sweet both to humans and rodents, and aspartame, which is a human-specific sweetener.
that interacts with the ATD of hT1R2 (12). As expected, mT1R2-mT1R3 did not respond to acidic stimulation after MCL preincubation, whereas hT1R2-hT1R3 did (Fig. 5A). In addition, hT1R2-mT1R3 responded to MCL at pH 5.0, as well as to aspartame or D-Trp at pH 7.4 (Fig. 5A and B). mT1R2-hT1R3 did not respond to sweeteners, including aspartame and D-Trp, as Xu et al. (21) reported. These results suggest that there is a human-specific region in hT1R2 that is necessary for receiving MCL. Next, we designed human/mouse chimeric T1R2 receptors: h/h/m T1R2, h/m/m T1R2, and m/m/h T1R2 (Fig. 5C). The receptor h/h/m T1R2 is composed of hT1R2 ATD and CRD (ATD: 1–494 aa, corresponding to 1–498 aa in mT1R2 numbering; CRD: 495–564 aa, corresponding to 499–568 aa in mT1R2 numbering), and mT1R2 TMD (569–843 aa, corresponding to 565–839 aa in hT1R2 numbering). Because the cells expressing each chimeric T1R2 and hT1R3 did not respond well in general (Fig. S5), we evaluated the function of the chimeric T1R2 by expressing it in conjunction with mT1R3 (Fig. 5C). The cells expressing h/h/m T1R2 and mT1R3, and h/m/m T1R2 and mT1R3 responded to acidic buffer after MCL preincubation. However, although the cells expressing m/m/h T1R2 and mT1R3 responded to D-Trp, they did not respond to MCL (Fig. 5C). These results show that the ATD of hT1R2 is required for hT1R2-hT1R3 responsiveness to MCL.

To further identify the region required to respond to MCL within ATD, we performed a docking simulation between MCL and hT1R2-hT1R3 models. Based on the docking models, we further constructed human/mouse chimeric T1R2s, in which parts of hT1R2 ATD were replaced with the corresponding parts of mT1R2 (Fig. 6A). We found the chimera with mouse-type residues in its N terminal 378 aa (1–382 aa in mT1R2 numbering) retained the ability to respond to D-Trp and MCL. The chimera carrying the mouse-type residues in 398–447 aa (402–451 aa in mT1R2 numbering) severely lost response to both the ligands. In contrast, the replacement of 448 to 494 aa (452–498 aa in mT1R2 numbering) significantly reduced the ability to respond to MCL with keeping the response to D-Trp (Fig. 6A). Consequently, the 448 to 494 aa in hT1R2 ATD are required to respond to MCL. This result suggests that MCL binds to T1R2 at this region. Fig. 6B shows a docking model in which the intermolecular interactions occur at this region. Although the interface on hT1R2 probably extends outside of this region and some conserved residues between human and mouse may be involved in the binding and the activation, the MCL binding site is clearly different from the hinge region of hT1R2 ATD, to where representative low molecular-weight sweeteners are bound (12).

**Discussion**

The perception of MCL at the neural level in both peripheral and central nervous systems has been previously reported. Electro-
physiological experiments showed that nerve fibers responding to sweeteners are also activated, in addition to acid-responding fibers in monkey (22) and chimpanzee (23) chorda tympani nerves after treating their tongues with acidic solution after MCL preincubation; however, this is not observed in rodents (20). In humans, a magnetoencephalography study showed that the response latency and the across-region response pattern of the cerebral cortex with citric acid application after tasting MCL are very similar to those with sucrose application. This finding suggests that the sourness component of citric acid is greatly diminished at the level of subcortical relays, and mainly sweetness information reaches the cortical primary taste area (24). However, the mechanism of MCL interaction with taste receptors remains unknown. To our knowledge, the present study is unique in elucidating the relationship between MCL and the human sweet taste receptor.

We previously proposed that NCL is in equilibrium between its active and inactive forms and that the taste-modifying activity of NCL is caused by this equilibrium (9). In our assay, MCL activated hT1R2-hT1R3 in a pH-dependent manner at acidic pH (Fig. 1 C) and repetitive activation was observed by stimulation with acidic buffer (Fig. 3). Moreover, MCL preincubation led to the decrease of other sweetener-induced hT1R2-hT1R3 activation at neutral pH (Fig. 4). Taking these results into consideration, MCL is also likely to be in equilibrium between being an agonist and an antagonist at acidic and neutral pH, respectively. Because we also confirmed that MCL preincubation hardly affected the form of hT1R protein expressed in cultured cells, such as deglycosylation or proteolysis judging from the result of Western blotting (Fig. S6), we propose the following as most probable molecular mechanisms that were suitable for our experimental results. Once humans taste MCL, it is held on hT1R2-hT1R3 and the bound MCL subsequently becomes an agonist every time a sour solution is tasted (Fig. 7 A). MCL becomes an antagonist when the pH reverts to neutral and inhibits the activation of the receptor by other sweeteners (Fig. 7 B). Our previous study has shown that replacement of the histidine residues in MCL, His30 and His60, with alanine abolishes its taste-modifying activity (11). Because histidines are protonated below their pK values (about 6.0), our result strongly indicates that the protonations of these histidine residues are a key step for MCL to act as an hT1R2-hT1R3 agonist. Considering that MCL presumably stays bound to the receptor at neutral pH after acidic pH stimulation and can reactivate it (Figs. 3 and 7), the protonations probably do not affect MCL’s affinity to the receptor largely, but changes MCL’s conformation so that the receptor adopts the active conformation. Although there is no amino acid sequence similarity and no similar functional motifs between MCL and NCL, it is hypothesized that their taste-modifying activities are both caused by their pH-dependent equilibrium between being agonists and antagonists of hT1R2-hT1R3.

However, there are two differences between the actions of MCL and NCL. First, although our previous study shows that NCL activates the receptor in a pH-dependent manner between 4.7 and 7.6 (9), MCL did not activate hT1R2-hT1R3 at pH values higher than 6.5 (Fig. 1 C). These results suggest that there is a pH shift in agonist-antagonist equilibrium between these two taste-modifying proteins. In sensory tests, MCL does not taste sweet by itself, unlike NCL; furthermore, MCL does not make water sweet but NCL does (25). The shift observed in in vitro assays could correspond to the difference in sweetness of MCL and NCL at neutral pH. Second, MCL and NCL need different regions of hT1R2-hT1R3 for activation. Here, we demonstrated that the ATD of hT1R2 is required for the responsiveness to MCL (Fig. 5), but the ATD of hT1R3 is required for the responsiveness to NCL (26). This finding suggests that these two proteins require different specific sites on hT1R2-hT1R3, despite the fact that they have the same taste-modifying activity. MCL suppressed the activation of hT1R2-hT1R3 induced by all of the other sweeteners tested (Fig. 4). These sweeteners are known to interact with different regions of hT1R2-hT1R3: aspartame and d-Trp interact with hT1R2 ATD, NCL interacts with hT1R3 ATD, brazzine interacts with hT1R3 CRD, and cyclamate and neohesperidin dihydrochalcone (NHDC) interact with hT1R3 TMD (12, 26). It is to be noted that the region required for the response to MCL, the 448 to 494 aa in hT1R2 ATD is clearly different from the hinge regions of ATD that binds low-molecular sweeteners (Fig. 6). In addition, the dose-dependent inhibition curve was observed for NCL, aspartame, and cyclamate and IC50 values (Fig. 4 B–D) were similar to EC50 values at pH 5.0 (Fig. 2). Taking these results into consideration, it is not likely that MCL acts as a competitive antagonist for the sweeteners, but that MCL acts as a noncompetitive antagonist. It is known that lactisole, which interacts with hT1R3 TMD, is an inverse agonist and blocks the activation of hT1R2-hT1R3 induced by all of the sweeteners (27). Although the degree of suppression is weaker than lactisole, MCL at neutral pH inhibited the receptor activation. Thus, MCL would be a partial inverse agonist of hT1R2-hT1R3. It is intriguing that MCL, which requires hT1R2 ATD for response, inhibits the activation of hT1R2-hT1R3 induced by other sweeteners.

In addition, it is interesting that MCL acts as PAM at pH 6.5 (Fig. 4 E). Although MCL negatively controlled the activation of human sweet taste receptor at pH 7.4 (Fig. 4 A), it potentiated the receptor activation by working as its agonist at pH 6.5. PAMs have already been known for some members of class C GPCRs, such as GABAa receptor, calcium-sensing receptor, and several subtypes of the mGluR family (28). Those substances do not activate the receptor on its own, whereas they enhance the activation of the receptor in the presence of those agonists. As for taste receptors, PAMS for the human sweet taste receptor (SE-1, -2, and -3) have also been identified recently, which enhance the sweet taste of sucralose and/or sucrose (29). Moreover, the umami taste intensity of glutamate is significantly enhanced by purine ribonucleotides, such as inosine-5'-monophosphate and guanosine-5'-monophosphate through the umami taste receptor, T1R1-T1R3 (5, 30). In contrast to PAMS for many GPCRs, which in general bind to the TMD (28), these taste enhancers have been found to bind adjacent to the agonists in the hinge region of the ATD, and they further stabilize the closed and active conforma-

![Fig. 7. Possible model for the taste-modifying activity of MCL. (A) MCL is held on hT1R2-hT1R3 at neutral pH (Left) and activates it under acidic pH (Right). When the pH reverts to neutral, MCL turns into its inactive form on the receptor (Left). (B) A variety of sweeteners activate hT1R2-hT1R3 (Left), but MCL inhibits this activation at neutral pH (Right).](image-url)
tion of the receptor by coordinating the positively charged amino acid residues via their negatively charged moieties (31, 32). However, there has never been report on a protein that acts as PAM, and this article is unique in reporting on the presence of any protein to act as PAM forGPCRs. Because MCL bind not to the TMD but to the nonmemebrane region of the ATD of the receptor (Fig. 6), there may be another allosteric modulating mechanism not seen in the other class C GPCRs. Elucidation of this mechanism will provide new insights into the activation/inhibition mechanisms of class C GPCRs in general.

Materials and Methods
Tastants. MCL and NCL were isolated from the fruits of R. dulcis and Curculigo latifolia, respectively, and purified as described previously (7, 11). Recombinant brazzein has been expressed using the yeast Pichia pastoris. The recombinant protein was secreted into the extracellular medium using the α-factor preprosequence peptide of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and purified using ion-exchange chromatography. Their purities were found to be more than 95% by SDS/PAGE. Other sweeteners were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. or Sigma-Aldrich.

Construction of Expression Plasmids for Human and Mouse Sweet Taste Receptors. The hT1R2 (GenBank accession no. BK000151) and hT1R3 (BK000152) were prepared as reported previously (26). mT1R2 (NM_031873) and mT1R3 (NM_031872) were subcloned into the pEAK10 expression vector (Edge Biosystems).

Construction of Human/Mouse Chimeric Receptors. Human/mouse T1R2 chimeras were constructed by PCR using overlapping primers. All chimeras were subcloned into the pEAK10 expression vector at the Ascll-NotI site, and all clones were verified by sequencing.

Calcium Imaging. cDNAs of T1R2, T1R3, and G15G3 were transfected into HEK293T cells together with DsRed2 and transfected cells were used for calcium imaging, as previously described (33). For MCL assay, MCL was added to the cells when furat-2 AM was loaded. After rinsing and incubation in 100 μM of acidic buffer for more than 10 min at room temperature, cells were challenged by addition of 100 μM of acidic buffer for adjusting to objective pH. The pH values after stimulation are indicated in the text and figures. The pH was adjusted with 500 mM citric acid. For the perfusion assay, the cells were transfected onto a glass-bottom dish (AGC Techno Glass Co.) 6 h after transfection. After 40 h, the cells were loaded with 5 μM fura-2 AM and 100 nM MCL or 10 μM NCL, and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. After rinsing and incubation in the assay buffer for 10 min, the cells were subsequently perfused under gravity at a flow rate of 8 μL/min and stimulated with the application of acidic buffer (pH 5.0) or 10 mM aspartame. Each sample was applied to the cells for a period of 16 s.

Fluorescence images were recorded at 3- or 4-s intervals and analyzed using MetaFluo software (Molecular Devices). Cells were regarded as responsive when the increase in the F340/F380 was above 0.15. The result was quantitatively represented as the count of the responding cells among ~1,000 cells observed in the microscopic field.

Measurement of Cellular Responses with Cell-Based Assays. The hT1R2-hT1R3 stable cell lines (16) were trypsinized and seeded at a density of 80,000 cells per well into 96-well black-wall CellBIND surface plates (Corning). Twenty-four hours later, they were washed with assay buffer before loading with a calcium indicator dye from the FLIPR Calcium 4 Assay Kit (Molecular Devices) diluted with assay buffer in the absence or presence of MCL (30 nM). The cells were incubated for 45 min at 27 °C, and measurements were made using FlexStation 3 (Molecular Devices). A 100-μL aliquot of assay buffer supplemented with 2× ligands was added at 20 s, and scanning continued for an additional 100 s. Dose–response curves were fitted using Hill’s equations.

Docking Simulation. Docking was performed for all possible pairs of two MCL models (11) and four human T1R2-T1R3 models (10) using the ZDOCK program (34). Two-thousand models were generated for each pair. Models with large interaction surface areas were used in the definition to possible interaction sites on the surface of T1R2.
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